



3 Ways to Avoid Burnout 

Burnout is a very real thing, and I’m not just speaking to business owners and creatives. 
Burnout is essentially being exhausted – exhausted physically, exhausted mentally and 
exhausted emotionally. 


I always get the same picture in my head when I am feeling burnt out. I envision myself carrying 
a ton of things in my arms and walking to set them on a table. I can see the table, but as I get 
closer a few of the items I’m carrying begin to shift and feel like they’re about to fall. I adjust to 
catch them and walk faster. But as I pick up my pace, more items begin to slip. I’m adjusting 
and leaning and stretching and holding onto everything as tightly as I can, but I don’t know if 
I’m going make it. Out of options, I take one gigantic lunge towards the table, extend my 
armload full of stuff and hope that it makes it because I just can’t carry it any farther.


That’s burnout.


I’ve recently spent a lot of time reading, listening to podcasts and talking to smart people about 
how to take care of myself when I feel this way. So I wanted to share with you 3 easy ways to 
avoid burnout. Here we go:


1. Take short breaks  

I hate taking breaks because they feel like a waste of time, but that doesn’t have to be the 
case. I’m not talking about taking an entire day off (though I do fully believe that it sometimes 
necessary). Right now, though, we’re just talking about short increments to let your mind rest, 
wander and reset throughout the day. There are two approaches to this:


Approach 1: Plan you breaks


Being a creative, this doesn’t work as well for me, but I know several people who take this 
approach and have seen great success. This means mapping out set times during each day to 
stop and rest. When I say “rest” I really just mean “do anything but work.” For me, this looks 
like going for a run or walk outside, reading a book I enjoy, going to grab a cup of coffee, 
calling my husband, talking to a friend, etc.


Everybody is different. For you it might work best to take one 10-minute break every hour. I do 
better if I take a 30 minute break every few hours. Whatever you decide to do, set a little alarm 
on your phone or computer and stick to it. Stop what you’re doing and let your mind reset. 


If you work at a place that doesn’t make this possible, maybe you could be more intentional 
about how you spend your lunch break. Instead of eating at your desk or checking your phone 
the whole time you’re out to grab food, invite a friend to go with you or take a walk around your 
building. 


Approach 2: Take breaks when your brain says to




I tend to lean more toward this approach. If I’m editing a video or knocking out some writing 
and hit a creative block, that’s when I know it’s time to take a break. In my experience, I’m not 
going to get quality, creative work done if I try to power through when my brain is exhausted. 
You know your mind, body and limits. Listen to them. If you’re falling asleep at your desk, 
reading the same sentence over and over again or just not proud of the work you’re producing, 
take a short break and regroup. It’s worth losing that time if it helps you produce better work.


2. Take a vacation 

While short breaks have super powers, sometimes the problem goes a bit deeper. Deeper 
exhaustion calls for a longer break. When you start to get that burnout feeling – the one where 
you’re holding all the things and feel like you’re about to drop every last one – it might be time 
for a vacation. 


It’s amazing how refreshed you’ll feel if you get out of town for a few days. And I’m talking 
really get away – not just go to the beach and take your laptop with you and work from there. 
That’s not the same and here’s why: if you try to work while you’re on vacation, you’ll feel like 
you’re not fully committing to your work and also not fully committing to spending time with the 
friends or family you’re traveling with, leaving you feeling more exhausted than before by the 
end of it. 


To take a vacation, we’ve got to leave work both physically and mentally if we want to feel 
refreshed. Some of us get anxiety when we think about totally unplugging for a week or even 
just a few days, but just like with the short breaks, if you take time to let your mind and body 
really rest, you’ll be able to produce much better work when you return.


3. Do work you love 

If you’re not doing this, the other two strategies can only carry you so far. It’s exhausting to do 
work that is not fulfilling. Don’t get me wrong – perfect jobs do not exist. Even if you find a 
career you love, you will still face burnout. That’s just part of being human. But if you are 
unhappy with the work you are doing, you are going to have that stressful, anxious feeling 
much more often than the rest of us. 


I encourage you to stop and think about your long-term goals. Are you combining the ways in 
which you are uniquely gifted with the causes you care for deeply to serve a specific market? If 
you don’t love your job at this moment, are you at least on a path leading you to the career you 
want? If the answer is no, it may be time to evaluate what your long term goals are and how 
you plan to get there.


If the answer is yes, keep on rocking it! Just make sure you are taking steps to avoid burnout. 
Your mind and body need to rest. And your mind and body need to play. Give them time to do 
both, and you (and your boss) will be much more satisfied with the work you produce when it’s 
time to buckle in and get it done.


